
Anthony Genovese
Front-End Developer

(732) 690-2890
anthonymichael.geno@gmail.com

github.com/anthonygenovese
linkedn.com/in/anthonymichaelgenovese

anthonygenovese.com

Interests AWS, Azure, AI, LLMs, Web3, Blockchain, Motion Animation, Yoga, Training for an Iron Man, Concerts, Cats, Coffee

Skills JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3, Node.js, MongoDB, Python, Next.js, React, GitHub, Bootstrap, Figma, Adobe Creative Suite

Projects Full-Stack Developer /Wellspring - AUG 2023 - PRESENT

Theological Study Tool
As a project aimed to showcase my knowledge of code and talent in the field of UX, Wellspring is a powerful study
tool harnessing the capabilities of AI to access a theological library for insights on the go. With the mobile app you
can conduct word studies in Greek or Hebrew, launch into community reading plans, customize how you mark up
text, and consult multiple resources side by side.

Front-End Developer / Ridge - OCT 2023 - PRESENT

Website Upgrade
Styled, upgraded, and developed code for the client’s website primarily using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Next.js.
Performed quality assurance tests to ensure cross-browser compatibility, responsive on mobile, and accessibility
standards were adequately met according to current WCAG guidelines.

Web Developer / Aavegotchi - SEPT 2018 - DEC 2021

DeFi Enabled Web3 Collectibles Game
Worked alongside a team of project managers and fellow engineers to develop, test and deploy the foundational
codebase intended for Aavegotchi's P2P marketplace. Participated in testing procedures involving the protocol’s
implementation of a modular smart contract system, specifically designed to grant access to external functions
after deployment, as per specifications outlined in the Diamond Standard. (EIP-2535)

Experience Executive Chef /Wild Son - DEC 2015 - AUG 2018

Full-Service Restaurant
Led and supervised a culinary team comprised of 26 employees across 3 multi-million dollar dining establishments.
Built, implemented and oversaw new policies for the tracking and reporting of inbound vendor incidents which
resulted in a monthly cost-savings of 2 percent for each restaurant respectively.

Executive Pastry Chef / General Muir - SEPT 2013 - OCT 2014

Restaurant & Wholesale Bakery
Directed a team of 10 pastry chefs spanning three shifts daily, successfully delivering all in-house, wholesale, and
external baking and pastry needs. Under my direction our teams reduced food waste and product costs 6 percent.

Learning Google / UX Design - APR 2023

Professional Certificate

Meta / Front-End Developer - OCT 2023 - Present

Professional Certificate

Bootcamp University of Michigan / Python for Everybody - FEB 2018

Learn to program and analyze data with Python

Harvard University / CS50 - MAY 2023

An introduction to the intellectual enterprises of Computer Science and the Art of Programming

Education Culinary Institute of America / Associate’s Degree - SEPT 2008
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